Revolutionizing The UK Hemp Market

Unyte Hemp specialise in enabling the entire UK Industrial Hemp supply chain and are strategically positioned to become the number one ‘go to’ business for everything Hemp!

Unyte Hemp are creating cohesion between farmers, manufacturers, businesses and Government, positioning all aspects of the value chain, to ensure the exponential growth in these markets is accessible.
With any emerging market there are issues and problems, Hemp is no different. The UK is right at the beginning of reigniting it’s Hemp journey.

As a farmer, it may be an excellent ‘break’ crop but without demand, or the machinery required to harvest or process it into quality raw product, it’s unusable. It’s expensive to transport due to its bulk and has issues with licencing. Then you need to understand what end use you are growing for leading to a particular cultivar choice. Currently these all create barriers and a reason not to grow.

It’s a crop that offers much but currently presents many potential problems, hence why so little Hemp is currently grown. In time to come we see the UK covered with Hemp, but until sufficient demand exists and infrastructure to support it, this won’t happen.

This is exactly where The Unyte Group step in. We are pioneers in the new Hemp Revolution. We do aim to change things and in doing so become key players in the UK market.

After 18 months in planning, Unyte Hemp took the decision this year to commence. We have obtained 2 Home Office licences to grow. 1 here at Pebble Hall and another in Oxfordshire, establishing our National Cultivation Centre here at Pebble Hall. What we learn now and year on year we will feed back into the UK Hemp market and develop it. There is a 12 acre site planned with various processing and production lines revolving around 10,000 acres of potential land in the local area.

Processing and end uses become key and we are working hard within our business model to create them. Much research is underway with various parts to the plant that will establish commercial markets where we may well then sell directly into, giving anybody in the UK a reason to grow Hemp.

Thank you for taking the time to visit us today, we will be building a comprehensive ‘National Farming Programme’ designed to Unyte the market. Should you wish to be part of it and be kept up to date please let us know.

For further information please contact:

Jamie Bartley, Operations Director
jamie@unyte.co.uk

Office 48, Harborough Innovation Centre
Airfield Business Park, Leicester Road
Market Harborough, LE16 7WB

or:

Garry Stevens Smith, Unyte Group CEO
garry@unyte.co.uk

Head Office,
1st Floor, Empire Court,
30-40 Museum Street,
Warrington, WA1 1HU

Potential Hemp Uses...

Hemp Insulation
Ideal natural insulator, hemp fibres have great structural rigidity, buffers moisture and regulates thermal performance.

Hemp Nutrition
High in protein, Hemp seed contains 21 amino acids, perfect ratio of omegas 3 & 6 and is gluten free!

Hemp Bio-composite
Planes, trains and automobiles; lighter, stronger, faster, carbon reduce and capture. Endless applications.

Hemp Bio Plastic
Sustainable, cellulose-based polymers provide an eco-friendly alternative to petrochemical plastics.

Hemp Paper
1 acre of hemp produces the same amount of pulp as 4 acres of 20 year-old trees, in only 3 to 4 months!

Hemp Textile
The original eco-fashion icon; 4 times stronger than cotton, anti-bacterial, thermal comfort and is also free of micro-plastics.

Hempcrete
Hemp, lime and water can create carbon negative housing. Safe, anti-bacterial and with great thermal properties.

Hemp Fibre
One of the strongest fibres found in nature with a multitude of uses which won’t impact the environment.

Hemp Oil & CBD
Nutritional and healthy